
How Much How Many

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

How _______ years had passed since he had ridden through those
Maryland orchards!
1.

By this time our biscuits had broken up into small fragments, so that we
had to estimate how _______ bits were equal to a whole biscuit.
2.

Others boasted of how deftly they were beginning to hit the punching bag;
and how _______ enjoyment the exercise, followed by a cold shower bath,
gave them.

3.

Nobody can ever estimate or will ever know within 1,000 of how _______
lives were lost.
4.

He knew how _______ acres each family possessed, and what sort of
farming each husband was doing-live stock, grain or mixed.
5.

In order to see just how _______ damage the dog would really do, Herr
Carovius ran after him, hypocritically feigning as he ran an expression of
horror, and acting as though the beast had somehow broken his chain and
got loose.

6.

How _______ dreary miles of forest and mountain filled the terrible
panorama!
7.

How _______ schemes I have pondered and dreamed these seven years
past for climbing it!
8.

But about a week after his arrival-he couldn't be sure exactly how _______
days had passed, because he hadn't kept count-he learned of some of the
dangers they faced.

9.

He would have preferred sitting in a tree, and hearing the birds sing, and
wondering where their nests might be, and how _______ eggs there might be
in them, to spending the lovely, sunny morning in the house.

10.
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I do not know what thoughts whirled through Éloise's dreamless brain
during the rest of that night, nor with what half-trembling resolutions she
arose, nor how _______ pride she had drowned in a vaster flood.

11.

Run yer, fer gracious sake, Brer Buzzud, en look how _______ honey I
done fine!
12.

None knew better than she how _______ help was needed; for thirty of
the threescore years she had lived had been made anxious, and many of
them wretched, by the same enslaving power that had its grasp on Morely.

13.

You never know how _______ power there is in Psi until you use it
without restraint.
14.

No matter how _______ languages the parents master, their children
have to go over all the ground the parents did, make all the toil and effort to
learn to speak.

15.

There was the difficulty-how _______ time could Mrs. Fisher possibly
afford to lose?
16.

And how _______ other pieces of porcelain may you have at present in
your possession?
17.

The question of how _______ cards to leave is one which seems to
bewilder most people.
18.

How _______ municipal power may be exercised by the people of the
Territory, before their admission to the Union, the courts of justice cannot
decide.

19.

How _______ men have felt that, if the said wives had made as much
preparation for them as they had for all the strangers present at that ball, they
could have fallen at their feet and worshipped them?

20.
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